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摘要 

介绍。数字领域作为统一语言对象的宏观和

微观词汇的定性动力学的交叉原则、方向、机制和结

果的理论和方法论证实问题仍在等待全面的研究。学

习。鉴于现象学认识论的主要任务——对构成现实的

意识事实的完整系统的知识，对这个问题的分析需要

涉及复杂语言对象研究的现象学视角。 

客观的。论文的总体目标是探讨现代数字技

术全球创新语言领域综合结构的现象学前提语）。 

文章分类。研究论文。 

独创性。在对现象学还原的语言机制进行分

析的基础上，确定了计算机全球创新徽标领域的微观

结构动力学原理。数字领域全球创新标识域动态的一

个综合参数是标识域相应的一般离散创新单元的吸引

力现象，这些单元是数字环境中全球通信语言中语义

现象学单元聚集的中心。 

发现。马赛克、模拟和多维方法来理解复杂

的动态语言现象和实体，以这种方法论背景为优先，

使我们能够识别全球化汉语的计算机词汇创新的本体

逻辑性质（即，相关生活领域的身体和结构元素，独

立于人类经验的过滤器），它实现并提供了数字领域

创新逻辑圈的多基质（语言、存在和人类学）参数的

复杂决定性相互作用。 

关键词：创新计算机术语，数字领域全球创

新标志圈，动态方向，数字领域标志圈现象学。 

 
Abstract 

Introduction. The problem of theoretical 
and methodological substantiation of cross-cutting 
principles, directions, mechanisms, and results of 
qualitative dynamics of macro- and microstructures 
of vocabulary in the field of the digital realm as a 
consolidated linguistic object is still awaiting a com-
prehensive study. The analysis of this issue requires 
the involvement of a phenomenological perspective 
of the study of complex linguistic objects in view of 
the main task of phenomenological epistemology - 
knowledge of the full system of facts of conscious-
ness that constitute reality.  

Objective. The paper overall objective is the 
inquiry into the phenomenological premises of 
comprehensive structuring of global innovative lin-
guistic sphere of modern digital technologies (Glob-
al Innovative Logosphere of computer being as con-
strued by the transformative neological strata of the 
modern globalized Chinese language). 

Article Classification. Research paper. 
Originality. The principles of the dynamics 

of the microstructure of the global innovative log-
osphere of computer being are determined on the 
basis of the analysis of the lingual mechanisms of 
phenomenological reduction. An integrative param-
eter of the dynamics of the global innovation log-
osphere of the digital realm is the phenomenon of 

attraction of the corresponding general discrete in-
novation units of the logosphere, which are the cen-
ters of semantic phenomenological units clustering 
in global communication languages in digital envi-
ronment.  

Findings. Mosaic, simulation, and multidi-
mensional approaches to understanding complex 
dynamic linguistic phenomena and entities, priori-
tized by this methodological context, allowed us to 
identify the ontological nature of computer lexical 
innovations of the globalized Chinese language 
(namely, the ability to embody and structure ele-
ments of the relevant realm of life independently 
from the filter of human experience), which enables 
and provides a complex determinative interaction of 
multisubstrate (linguistic, existential and anthropo-
logical) parameters of the innovative logosphere of 
the digital realm.  

Key words: innovative computer term, 
global innovative logosphere of the digital realm, 
direction of dynamics, phenomenology of log-
osphere of the digital realm. 

. 

I. Introduction.  
 At the turn of the XX–XXI centuries science 
acquires the status of extremely effective and 
dynamic tools of human activity, which deter-
mines the interest of scientists in pragmatic as-
pects and problems of cognitive theory to in-
crease the effectiveness of scientific work by 
traditional classical means and innovative sys-
tems of artificial intelligence (Davis, 2001; Ge-
lenter, 1998; Gunts, 2000; Heim, 1994). The 
network of research space of modern linguistic 
explorations provides an opportunity to deter-
mine the problems of language coding, tran-
scription and mapping of different spheres of 
actual and conditional reality in lingocognitive 
(Lakoff, 1987; Langacker, 2007), linguistic and 
cultural (Heeter, 1989), discursive-
communicative (Hausser, 1999), synergetic 
(Yenikieeva, 2011) planes. As an integral prod-
uct of civilization modern computer reality has 
become an independent being. Within it elec-
tronic media act not only as a means of trans-
mitting information or interaction, but also re-
veal their own world-creating, meaningmaking, 
and as a consequence language-forming poten-
tial (Makhachashvili, Semenist, 2021). The digi-
tal realm is defined as a complex, multidimen-
sional sphere of synthesis of reality, human ex-
perience, and activity, mediated by the latest 
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digital and information technologies (Makha-
chashvili, 2020); it is the object of study of a 
wide range of humanities. In philosophy, com-
puter being is interpreted as a special type of 
substance – material and ideal reality in the ag-
gregate of all forms of its development (Gunts, 
2000; Nyce, 1994); in psychology – as a psycho-
somatic and emotional plane (Suler, 2009); in 
culturology – as a sphere of spiritual experience 
(Jacob, 1998; Knight, 1994; Monnin, 2010), in 
sociology – as a system of multilevel, multidi-
rectional social relations (Bell, 1987; Johnson, 
2003). The linguistic aspect of the study of 
computer being at the turn of the century is de-
termined by objective historical and geopoliti-
cal preconditions: cyberization, globalization, 
informatization of world society, Americaniza-
tion of world culture, due to which modern 
English, mostly its American variety, is a priori-
ty linguistic and communicative environment 
of the primary language coding of elements of 
the digital realm and its mental  and linguistic 
mapping (Makhachahsvili, Semenist, 2020; Ma-
khachahsvili, Semenist, 2021), exported to 
globalized languages across the world. The 
problem of theoretical and methodological sub-
stantiation of cross-cutting principles, direc-
tions, mechanisms and results of qualitative 
dynamics of linguistic macro- and microstruc-
tures of vocabulary in the realm of computer 
being, as a consolidated linguistic object, is still 
waiting to be studied. Consideration of this is-
sue requires the involvement of the phenome-
nological perspective of the study of complex 
linguistic objects, given the definition of the 
main task of phenomenological epistemology – 
knowledge of the full system of facts of con-
sciousness, constituting the objective world 
(Zahavi, 2003).  
Objective. The paper overall objective is the 
inquiry into the phenomenological premises of 
comprehensive structuring of global innovative 
linguistic sphere of modern digital technologies 
(Global Innovative Logosphere of computer 
being as construed by the transformative neo-
logical strata of the modern globalized Chinese 
language). 
 
II.Findings.  
. Within the outlined methodological dimen-

sion, the “phenomenological” language unit is 
defined as its codifying ability to record the re-
sults of cognitive experience and manifestation 
(the term after V. Babushkin) in it the substan-
tive characteristics of cognizable objects and 
phenomena. The linguistic adaptation of the 
phenomenological approach to the theoretical 
and methodological understanding of the dy-
namics of the vocabulary of modern European 
and Asian languages in the digital realm is 
based on the concept of the logosphere, syn-
thetically understood as: 1) elements of differ-
ent spheres of life; 2) the zone of integration of 
thoughtspeech continuums (linguo) of cultures. 
The turn of the XX–XXI centuries is determined 
by a significant acceleration of the enrichment 
of the vocabulary of modern natural languages, 
which determines the need for holistic linguis-
tic research of innovative industries. Such a 
study of the vocabulary replenishment of mod-
ern European and Oriental languages corre-
sponds to a new integrative direction – phe-
nomenological neolinguistics. The global inno-
vative logosphere of computer being, a compo-
nent of the international language logosphere, 
is considered as a plurality of verbal innova-
tions, which are phenomenological correlates of 
the elements of computer being. Phenomeno-
logical neolinguistics provides the researcher 
with the innovative logosphere of computer 
existence with the functional integrative meth-
odology and analysis procedures, the applica-
tion of which allows comprehensive coverage 
of the relationship between the principles of 
ultra-dense verbalization of this dimension of 
reality and mechanisms of neologization, nom-
ination, language reference. The proposed lin-
guophenomenological approach to the study of 
the object of study helps to solve the scientific 
problem of holistic modeling of processes and 
results of replenishment of the vocabulary of 
the highly dynamic system of modern lan-
guages in general and its individual areas at the 
turn of XX–XXI centuries. The object sphere of 
phenomenological neolinguistics consists of 
elements of the logosphere (in particular, the 
linguistic innovative logosphere of computer 
existence) in the priority determinative dialecti-
cal interaction with the constructs of existence – 
space, time, substance, phenomenon, essence – 
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corresponding to the object field “ontological 
neolinguistics”; constructs of 
knowledge/cognition – episteme, concept, con-
cept – corresponding to the object field “epis-
temological neolinguistics”, and constructs of 
human consciousness/self-consciousness – 
identification, identity, individuality – corre-
sponding to the object field “anthropological 
neolinguistics”. This inquiry is based on the 
initial position on the phenomenological nature 
of computer lexical innovations of modern Eu-
ropean and Asian languages (namely, the abil-
ity to identify, embody and structure elements 
of the corresponding sphere of being), which 
enables and provides complex determinative 
interaction of different substratum and abstract 
parameters of the global language innovation 
logosphere of computer existence. In the pro-
cess of research, the algorithm of ontospheric 
and anthropospheric paradigmatic systematiza-
tion of general language innovative computer 
terms is introduced.  
Within the phenomenological approach (E. 
Husserl, R. Ingarden, M. Mamardashvili, G. 
Shpet); global semiotic integration of macroand 
microstructures of the language innovative 
logosphere of computer existence identified as 
provided and realized due to the deterministic 
interaction of multisubstrate (linguistic, spatio-
spatial, essential, anthropological and social) 
parameters of this logosphere, given the signif-
icant synchronous density of rates and results 
of parallel development of verbal, ontological 
and anthropological planes of computer being. 
Logocentric perspective on computer verbal 
innovations of modern globalized languages 
determines their phenomenological nature 
through the identification of symbolic (struc-
turalsemantic) substrate of these linguistic in-
novations as an empirical source and result of 
manifestation of substantive characteristics of 
reality. For deductive and inductive determina-
tion of types, volume, qualitative characteristics, 
and direction of dynamics of the content of 
units of the microstructure of Global innovative 
logosphere of computer being the elements of a 
method of conceptual analysis (R. Langacker) 
in combination with elements of a method of 
phenomenological reduction (E. Husserl, V. 
Babushkin, M. Heidegger) are applied by the 

end-to-end epistemic deconstruction of the ob-
ject of analysis (linguistic innovation unit) from 
the empirical sign substrate, which corresponds 
to the dialectical concept of “phenomenon”, 
through tiers of the intensional and the exten-
sional of the content plane to the substantive 
characteristics of the referent, corresponding to 
the dialectical concept of “essence”. The inquiry 
is centered the following core arguments: 1) the 
phenomenological nature of the linguistic in-
novative logosphere of the computer being pre-
supposes an inseparable, mutual combination 
of its lingual and substantive (ontological, epis-
temic and anthropological) aspects in the verti-
cal plane of the dyad phenomenon: essence 
mutual disclosure; 2) consolidated substantive 
characteristics of the macrostructure of the lin-
guistic innovative logosphere of computer be-
ing determine the phenomenological specificity 
of the configuration in statics, end-to-end inter-
action and mobility of formal-semantic constit-
uents of its microstructure in dynamics.  
Identified and parameterized in the course of 
our study is a significant density and, to some 
extent, redundancy of innovative verbalization 
of the conceptual and semantic segment of lan-
guage linguistics in the field of computer being 
is, in our opinion, a specific (by extensional 
characteristics of newly formed language units) 
of this conceptual and semantic segment for the 
global language community. In this way, the 
significance of understanding the elements of 
computer reality for a specific language com-
munity can be inductively verified. In turn, 
empirically clear and observable situational 
parallelism of the processes of emergence and 
development of a wide range of different sub-
strate innovative elements of computer being: – 
essential elements (space, time, substance), – 
gnoseological elements (information, episteme, 
etc.), anthropological elements (existential state, 
type of identity, etc.), – lingual correlates (lan-
guage sign, language form, language meaning, 
language content) determines the theoretical 
and methodological relevance of defining the 
problem of positioning this segment of linguis-
tic reality – the general verbal innovations of 
the English language to denote elements, ob-
jects and phenomena of computer life, as spe-
cial, specific features, consolidated, consistent 
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and systemic type linguistic embodiment 
(modeling, picturing) of reality. Substantive 
characteristics and features of the proposed 
type of object under study – the logosphere, in 
the most general sense, and in particular the 
linguistic innovative logosphere of computer 
existence determine the need to identify and 
parameterize the aspectualized object sphere of 
the methodological linguistic template of re-
search within the general perspective of the 
study of complex linguistic phenomena – phe-
nomenological neolinguistics. Outside of com-
ponent and, more broadly, conceptual analysis, 
there is usually an ontological level of abstrac-
tion of linguistic innovations, which corre-
sponds to the essential elements that parame-
terize the structure of the ICTs content plane as 
an innovative and synchronously gnostic phe-
nomenological correlate of different substrates. 
Such substantive elements, in fact, form the 
phenomenological basis of the ontological de-
notatum of ICTs. Given the specific characteris-
tics of the linguistic innovative logosphere of 
the CB, the identification in the structure of the 
ICTs content plane of the ontological denota-
tum reveals the phenomenological originality 
of the ICTs as a linguistic sign. The dynamics of 
Global innovative computer logosphere are 
ways, directions and appropriate language im-
plementation mechanisms of qualitative chang-
es in the content area of the projection of the 
conceptual nucleus of the Global innovative 
logosphere. Empirical identification of defined 
parameters of GICL dynamics is made possible 
due to the typological characteristics of the mi-
crostructure of Global innovative computer 
logosphere units – Innovative computer termi-
nus (term-logos) of ICT. The structure of the 
content of the innovative computer terminos in 
European and Oriental languages alike is dis-
tributed in the following sabers, and is con-
sistent through a vertical ratio which satisfies 
the dialectical categories of “essence” → “phe-
nomenon”: 1) ontological denotatum (OD) – a 
set of meaningful elements of exhaustive de-
gree of substance and epistemic abstraction 
(phenomenalogization attributes, parameters 
and properties of elements multi-substrat com-
puter being) in the structure of meaning of an 
innovative computer terminos → 2) conceptual 

denotatum (CD) – a set of meaningful elements 
of median level of abstraction mediated by an-
thropogenic (subjective and collective) cogni-
tive experiences of European and Oriental lan-
guages speakers in the area of interaction and 
use of computer technology, the projection area 
of GICL conceptual nucleus → 3) lingual deno-
tatum (LD) – semantics of innovative computer 
terminos. The “substantive genome” of a lin-
guistic innovative computer terminology is a 
system of substantive elements in the structure 
of the meaning of the latter, phenomenological-
ly manifested in the plane of the lingual sub-
strate ICTs. The meaningfuly discrete unit of 
ontological denotatum for innovative computer 
terminos is perceived as a substanteme – the in-
depth and essential element of the content sub-
stance of a computer verbal innovation that is 
identified both deductively and inductively. 
Deductive identification is by layering phe-
nomenological diagnostics of the content ele-
ments of the GICL microstructure parallel phe-
nomenological reduction and content of com-
puter elements to the definition of being “phe-
nomenological points of intersection” – iso-
morphic or correlative content substant com-
ponents. Inductively substanteme is identified 
through procedural component analysis and 
correlation of multi-level conceptual structures 
of the ICTs content. Substanteme is a power 
indicator of the distribution of elements of the 
content plan function of a language innovative 
computer terminology, which attracts actu-
al/implicit/potential services to the ICTs 
meaning pattern. “Substant genome” is a phe-
nomenologically identified essential “module” 
of ICTs meaning – the area of absolute conver-
gence of qualitative characteristics of the ele-
ment of the ICTs content plane and the corre-
sponding qualitative possibilities of their actu-
alization. According to the nature of the dialec-
tical consistent correlation of the tiers of the 
structure of the ICTs content plan within the 
opposition “essence/phenomenon”, where tier 
(1) “ontological denotatum” corresponds to the 
dialectical concept of “essence”, tier (3) “lingual 
denotatum” – the dialectical concept of “phe-
nomenon”, the discrete elements of tier (3) of 
the ICTs content plane (seme) and the discrete 
elements of tier (1) of the ICTs content plane 
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(substantemae) are isomorphic. The principles 
of dependence of actual, implicit/ potential, 
conceptual and substantive components of the 
content plan of a language innovative comput-
er terminology can be represented in the form 
of the following conditional formula: 

 
      Where:  
− f () – ICTs content plane function, distribution 
categorizer of different-level elements of the 
ICTs content plane structure and types of con-
nections and qualitative dependencies between 
them; − nn – categorizer of causative distribu-
tion type of multilevel elements of the ICTs 
content plane structure (connections and quali-
tative dependencies between them within the 
dialectical dyad of cause/ effect);  

− n √n – categorizer of the phenomeno-
logical type of multilevel elements distribution 
of the ICTs content plane structure (connections 
and qualitative dependencies between them 
within the dialectical dyad es-
sence/phenomenon);  

− | | – the substantial module of the ICTs 
content plane, categorizer of absolute converti-
bility of qualitative characteristics of the ICTs 
content plan element and the corresponding 
qualitative potential of their actualization;  

− S – the argument of the function of the 
ICTs content plan, dialectical unity of three pa-
rameters: 1) sapiencia – knowledge; 2) seman-
tics – meaning; 3) signia – a sign; − - n – the dis-
crete whole element of the ICTs content plan of 
indefinite ordinal positioning;  

− a + b + c +…n – set of relevant elements 
of value (corresponds to tier (3) “lingual deno-
tatum” of the structure of the content plan of 
ICTs);  

− x + y + z +…n – a set of conceptual el-
ements of the ICTs content plane, mediated by 
the cognitive experience of language speakers 
(corresponds to the tier [2] ‘conceptual denota-
tion” of the structure of the ICTs content plane);  

− α, ω – a set of implicit (available, but 
not fixed at the level of definition) / potential 
(predicted to be updated) elements of the ICTs 
content plane;  

− |е1…n| - a set of “substantemae”, deep 

ontological elements of the ICTs content plane 
(corresponds to tier (1) “ontological denota-
tum” of the ICTs content plane structure).  

An integrated derivative of the formula 
power elements – 

 
is a codification of the phenomenological 

embodiment of the ontological denotatum of 
the linguistic innovative computer terminos. 
The dynamic interaction of the structural stages 
of the ICTs content plane within the linguistic 
innovative logosphere of computer being is 
characterized by the gradual expansion of the 
ontological denotatum, resulting in isola-
tion/absorption/replacement, or partial isola-
tion/absorption/replacement of anthropogenic 
parameters of the content plane conceptual nu-
cleus onto the innovative logosphere of com-
puter being. 

The highest indicator of representative-
ness at all levels of the microstructure of the 
content plane (from deep to surface) within the 
total sample of ICTs across European and Ori-
ental languages reveal the following discrete 
substant elements: – | TYPE OF SUBSTANCE: 
COMPUTER BEING |; – | SUBSTANT QUAL-
ITY: TECHNOGENESIS |; – | SUBSTANT 
DURATION: SPACE |; – | SUBSTANT AFFIL-
IATION: OBJECT OF COMPUTER BEING |. 
The dynamic interaction of the structural stages 
of the ICTS content plan within the linguistic 
innovative logosphere of computer existence is 
characterized by the gradual expansion of the 
ontological denotation. Based on the example 
of the multilingual terminos digital native (Eng.) 

/ 數字原生  (Ch.) – the subject of the digital 
realm, born and raised in a world full of digital 
technologies – the direction of the dynamic in-
teraction of multilevel elements of the ICTs 
content plane can be defined as follows: The 

digital native (Eng.) / 數字原生 (Ch.) – unit is 
included in the synonymous series of multilin-
gual ICTs, which show isomorphic static fea-
tures and dynamic characteristics on all tiers of 
the structure of the internal form: Netgenner 

(Eng.) /淨 發電 (Ch.), script-kiddie (Eng.) /腳本
小子 (Ch.) etc.  

Conventionally, the results of the dynam-
ic interaction of multilevel elements of the con-
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tent plan of multilingual ICTs digital native 
and its synonyms are as follows. As one can see, 
the vertical expansion of the ontological deno-
tatum (1) elements of the given ICTs (sub-
stantemae |e1+e2+e3 => e3.1= e3.2= e3.3|) onto the 
content plane structural level of a lower tier of 
abstraction leads to qualitative transformations 
of the structure of the content plane of ICTS at 
the level of the conceptual denotatum (2) [ye1 + 
e3], which corresponds to the projection zone of 
the conceptual core of the logosphere on the 
innovation logosphere of CB. These content 
plane transformations of the ICTs digital native 

(Eng.) / 數字原生 (Ch.) are carried out due to: 
dissipation [x=person]; status adaptation 
[y=SUBJECTe1 =SUBSTANT TYPE]; alternation 
|PHYLOGENESIS=e3.3=TECHNOGENESIS]; 
partial alternation of the elements of conceptual 
denotatum elements by elements of ontological 
denotatum – a set of ICTs substantemae: 
|e3.1=PHYLOGENESIS=e3.2ONTOGENESIS=e3.3

TECHNOGENESIS|). These transformations 
are manifested on the lingual denotatum tier of 

ICTs digital native (Eng.) / 數字原生  (Ch.)  
(both end-to-end and independently) by the 
evident cumulation of the proportion of onto-
logical denotatum elements of the ICTs. 

 
III. Conclusions.  
Mosaic, simulation, and multidimension-

al approaches to understanding complex dy-
namic linguistic phenomena and entities, prior-
itized by this methodological context, allowed 
us to identify the ontological nature of comput-
er lexical innovations of the European and Ori-
ental languages (namely, the ability to embody 
and structure elements of the relevant realm of 
life independently from the filter of human ex-
perience), which enables and provides a com-
plex determinative interaction of multisubstrate 
(linguistic, existential and anthropological) pa-
rameters of the innovative logosphere of com-
puter being. The dynamic interaction of the 
structural stages of the ICTs content plane 
within the linguistic innovative logosphere of 
computer being is characterized by the expan-
sion of the ontological denotatum, resulting in 
isolation/absorption/replacement, or partial 
isolation/absorption/replacement of anthro-
pogenic parameters of the content plane, medi-

ated by the subjective and collective cognitive 
experience of native speakers of globalized lan-
guages in the realm of functioning and use of 
computer technologies (the area of the concep-
tual core projection of the logosphere onto the 
innovative logosphere of computer being). 
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